
Geist Grant Showcase Minutes 11-14-17 
 
Stacy Neilsen- 
 -The net income from Fall Festival and Gator Gallop was $71,558 
 - There will be new opportunities for special grants announced in the next few weeks.  
  These grants will need to be turned in by January and will be approved in Feb. 
 
Christi- 
 - There was a quick explanation of HSE21.  
  -not only about technology 
  -focuses on student center approaches and this year, Geist is focusing on the 
culture quadrant which includes collaboration and intellectual risk taking.  
 - Each teacher has wish list. The PTO helps by providing $400 to each teacher.  
 -PTO $ also helps provide teachers and administrators with implementing HSE21.  
  -examples would be cultural exposure (China trip), independent sound booths,  
   professional development.  
 
Allocations/Grants for each grade 
 
KIndergarten/ Beineke 
 -hands on experiences 
  -examples 
   - Caterpillar observations  
   -light tables- use for manipulative making patterns and sorting 
   -toys/tools-learning through play 
   -Flexible seating  
   -Q & U getting married 
   -sand and water tables  
 
1st Grade/Bradburn 
 -Purchased a Greenhouse that will be put up in March.  
  -right now classes are brainstorming ideas for decorating the greenhouse, what  
  flowers and food they will be growing. 
 
 
2nd Grade/Wolf 
 -Engineering windmills- students were told to “Catch Wind” 
  -materials they were able to provide were felt, foil, plastic bags, popsicle sticks 
 -Michele Sarber was a guest speaker explaining how sailboats work 
 -groups created their own windmill that could raise weight.  
 
3rd Grade/Harvey 
 -hands on tools that helps with time, intervals and measurements of time.  
 -also tools to measure mass 
 -The Indiana Deaf School came for a presentation. They discussed vibrations, brought  
 tools to study vibration, showed the connection between light and sound. Teachers were 
  able to pay for extra question and answer time.  
 
4th Grade/Rose 
 -Kids are able to attend a field trip to the Dan Quayle Museum.  



 -They learn about the election process for presidents and how to pass a bill. They also  
 were able to simulate the process with their peers.  
 -Teachers were able to purchase K’nex manipulative for each class, including gears.  
 
4th Grade/Tappendorf 
 -Picture slide of other items purchased with $400 allocation. 
  ex. Flexible seating, bookshelves, book bins, supplies, curtains to make a  
  reading corner, flocabulary (digital source).  
 
*Teachers appreciate the ability to purchase what they need. The allotment allows them to add 
to their classroom each year.  
 
 
Harvey/3rd Grade- 
 -awarded the HSE Foundation Grant for $9,000. Their new budget is $18,000.  
  They are going to create a outdoor classroom experience. There will be a shelter  
  built to hold class and do activities outside.  


